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WP4 Scientific Dimension: Tasks
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This presentation resumes 3,5 years of research done in the framwork of EULAC Focus analysing EU and LAC science collaboration.WP Activities…The DLR work was carried out by Sophie von Knebel, who has been the main responsible person until end of last year, and Jenny Morin Nenoff taking over last year and last but not least Eszter Simon…Big thanks also to Simone Belli, former scientist at Yachay University in Equador now professor of the Universidad Complutense de Madrid, who published several publications  originating from our joint efforts.And thanks to the colleagues from the Austrian Center for Social Innovation, Wolfgang and Martina, who were responsibel for the mobility chapter.My task now is to give you first a short overview on the current status of bi-regional STI collaboration, highlight some of the best practices identified and present the factors which in our view are neccessary to achieve a sustainable Partnership (including innovation).



Evolvement of EU-LAC STI partnership
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LAC Participation in Horizon2020
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The EU Framwork Programmes are an important funding scource for bi-regional research collaboration:This graph shows the participation of LAC researchs institutions in H2020 projects.Not surprisingly Brasil, Argentina and Mexico are the countries of strongest involvement. Remarkable is the relatively strong particpation of Chile.Inspite of the positive development of the bi-regional partnership and the implementation of a Common Research Areas participation of LAC decreased from FP7 to H2020, mainly due to technical reasons (complex application procedures etc.)Several EU funded several coordination projects aiming at further strengthening bi-regional STI collaboration, among those: The INCONET ALCUE NET coordinated by Argentina, which supported the SOM process as SOM secretariat and by coordinating the dicussion proccesses of several thematic working groups. Success factors: strong involvement and committment of LAC countries, joint agenda setting, establishement of CELAC as EU counterpart. Bundeled information on EU and LAC processes on website.Futhermore an ERANet with LAC was supported by the KOM and resulted in three joint calls of up to 35 funding organisations from both regions. The total funding comprised 25 Mio. Euros, 55 multinational projects were funded. Interest driven, strong committment.



Challenges
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Source: EULAC Focus WP4
T4.3 Assessing the perception of bi-regional STI activities on the political level
Survey
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The funding organisations involved in the ERANet were asked about the main challenges of bi-regional STI collaboration:Not surprisingly lack of financial capacities and support measures were mentioned as the strongest inhibitors – in both regions. 
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Structure of the Common Research Area proclaimed by Commissioner Moedas mid 2016 and adopted by the SOM in 2017:3 pillars



Best Practices

7

a) ALCUE NET: Strong commitment by LAC (coordination Argentina; bi-
regional thematic working Groups)

b) ALCUE NET: LAC NCP Network is very active and  is based on mutual 
learning and integration.

c) ERA-Net LAC/ Interest Group joint Calls encouraged EU13 and smaller 
LAC countries to participate.

d) The bi-regional Working Group on Research Infrastructures supports 
the match-making process and paves the way for mutual access to RIs 
in both regions.

e) The EURAXESS Worldwide Brazil node was expanded to the LAC 
region.

f) The policy advice initiative for CELAC supports the implementation of 
the SDGs through STI activities (e.g. reduction of biomass waste by 
2030 in Central America and the Dominican Republic).
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The following best practise examples have contributed to strengthening the bi-regional research partnerships. We have identified their success factors. Best pratices / success factorsALCUE NET – integration, joint agenda settingLAC NCP Network – mutual learning, networkingERA-Net LAC/ Interest Group joint Calls encouraged EU13 and smaller LAC countries to participate. – mutual learning/trust, joint agenda settingEURAXESS Worldwide Brazil node was expanded to the LAC region. – information sharing, integration, synergiesThe bi-regional Working Group on Research Infrastructures supports the match-making process and paves the way for mutual access to RIs in both regions. – Mutual learning, joint agenda setting, visibilityThe policy advice initiative for CELAC supports the implementation of the SDGs through STI activities (e.g. reduction of biomass waste by 2030 in Central America and the Dominican Republic).



Best practise and success factors
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Innovation has to be introduced in the different existing initiatives networks- and step by step innovation partnership will grow.



Research and Innovation Policy

While the historical focus of European research policy on Community Industry 
established a close link between industrial competitiveness and research 
excellence, it is not a common feature of STI policy in LAC. 

In general terms it can be stated that in LAC technological and innovation 
policies enjoy a lower priority in comparison to science and higher education 
policies, which count with more institutional and financial support (Barrotea et 
al. 2017). 
Although LAC countries with better developed STI landscapes have put a greater 
emphasis on defining regional - territorial innovation systems (Barrotea et al. 
2017), supporting start-ups (OECD 2016), and developing innovation value chains 
in recent years, the limited financial support to innovation, especially from the 
private sector, constitutes the main limitation. 
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Research partnership is easy compared to innovation partnership:On the political level research and Innovation are generally linked with each other – e.g. look at the JIRI Joint Initiative on Research and Innovation, which was adopted at the EU-LAC summit in Madrid in 2010. Also the two initiatives mentioned before ALCUE NET and ERANet-LAC always aimed at not only enhancing the research but also Innovation partnerships.However innovation collaboration maintains being a huge challenge due to the following reasons:In Europe research policy has for many decades enhanced close collaboration betweeen academia and industry, whereas in LAC this traditionally has not been a common feature. Although better developed LAC countries have invested more and more in their national innovation systems, the total financial support  remains limited – especially on the side of the private sector. 



Innovation as Transversal Area
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We are convinced that in order to improve innovation partnership we should learn from the best pratice examples in research and use the same mechanisms.By introducing innovation as a transversal activitiy area of the CRA the idea of innovation will enter into the existing initiatives and thus step by step lead to mutual learning and a process of re-thinking in LAC.Three of our in total 7 actions suggested take this into condideration.EC has tackled this by inviting to a EU-LAC innovation conference, which will take place 2 weeks from now.



Actions for future STI cooperation

ACTION 1: INCREASE VISIBILITY AND PROMOTE OPEN ACCESS PLATFORMS

ACTION 2: STRENGTHEN LAC AS UNIQUE RESEARCH DESTINATION

ACTION 3: ENHANCE MOBILITY OF RESEARCHERS IN BOTH DIRECTIONS

ACTION 4: STRENGTHEN JOINT RESEARCH FUNDING INCL. SMALLER EU/LAC COUNTRIES

ACTION 5: ESTABLISH SYNERGIES TO FOSTER INDUSTRY-SOCIETY-ACADEMIA COOPERATION

ACTION 6: ALIGN HIGHER EDUCATION WITH REGIONAL RESEARCH AND INNOVATION POLICIES

ACTION 7: PROMOTE SCIENCE DIPLOMACY IN THE EU-LAC COOPERATION
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